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Smart Terminal-Management

CCVStore - More than a B2B App-Store
With the CCVStore, CCV is starting the path to the new, android-based payment generation.
Via the CCVStore, which is operated and hosted by CCV, developers, for example, get direct access with their
apps to the android-based terminals both at the served POS and in the unattended segment (e.g. vending,
parking, EV charging).
The variety and functionality as well as the direct relation of the apps to the retail or the user make the overall solution a real POS all-rounder in only one device, very similar to your own smartphone.
The CCVStore (corresponds to the well-known AppStore) offers targeted business applications for trade and
commerce. These can be payment and checkout applications, but also solutions from the areas of bonus
and loyalty systems, customer evaluation/satisfaction, but also shift plans. In the unattended payment segment, i.e. at the vending machine, not only applications such as the blocking function („virtual key“) of the
vending machine or live video support are conceivable, but also apps aimed at the end user: for example,
special offers in the form of betting games could also be offered as time bridges during waiting times („smile
for discount“). There are no limits to creativity here!
For developers, this creates the opportunity to build up an additional sales channel for their solutions and to
offer their apps to retailers and other businesses on professional CCV payment hardware. In addition, there
is also the option to operate your own client CCVStore. As a CCVStore client, the app portfolio offered can
be individually adapted to the needs of your target group after approval by CCV.
And the CCVStore can do even more: In addition to app management, the CCVStore also has numerous
terminal management functions that can be called up and used via the browser-based and clearly arranged
back office. This includes terminal, update and rights management as well as a remote function for remote
maintenance and communication with Android terminals.

Android-Terminals & CCV STORE
The perfect duo for you business

CCV IM30
The brand new vending machine terminal is located
in the unattended POS segment so far unique
with
PayDroid
as
operating
system.
The 5“ large colour touch display, Bluetooth
(with beacon), camera and a proximity sensor
support the usability of the CCV IM30.
Of course on board: chip, magnetic strip and
contactless
reader for cashless
payment.
The CCV IM30 is unique due to its features
especially for the vending, public transport and
eMobility sectors.

CCV Mobile A920
The CCV Mobile A920 convinces with its added value thanks to smartphone-like functionality on
PayDroid base. Apps can be easily and quickly
installed and used from the CCVStore.
The smart payment terminal with the 5“ color
touch display - included integrated printer, scanner,
cameras and long-life battery - for mobile applications, e.g. in the retail trade, in delivery services, in
event area or in the gastronomy.
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